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Abstract—The fifth generation (5G) of cellular networks is emerging as the key enabler of killer real-time applications, such as tactile Internet, augmented and virtual reality, tele-driving, autonomous driving, etc., providing them with the much needed ultra-reliable and ultra-low latency services. Such applications are expected to take full advantages of recent developments in the areas of cloud and edge computing, and exploit emerging industrial initiatives such as Software Defined Networks (SDN) and Network Function Virtualization (NFV). Often, these 5G applications require network functions (e.g., IDSS, load balancers, etc.) to cater for their end-to-end services. This paper focuses on chaining network functions and services for these applications, and in particular considers those delay sensitive ones. Here, we account for services with deadlines and formulate the joint problem of network function mapping, routing and scheduling mathematically and highlight its complexity. Then, we present an efficient method for solving these sub-problems sequentially and validate its performance numerically. We also propose and characterize the performance of a Tabu search-based approach that we design to solve the problem. Our numerical evaluation reveals the efficiency of our sequential method and the scalability of our Tabu-based algorithm.

I. INTRODUCTION

Soon, human history will witness a new era that will make science fiction a reality due to the joint efforts performed by both, industry and academia, to develop and implement the fifth generation (5G) networks, perceived to see the light in 2020 [1], [2], [3]. Real-time applications such as remote surgery, self-driving cars, transport services, remote control of robotic operations in the manufacturing industry [4] will become possible due to the 5G technology that is envisioned to guarantee Ultra-Reliable and Ultra-Low Latency communication services. Nonetheless, 5G systems should be elastic, cost-efficient, agile, programmable and able to support the ever-growing mobile data traffic [2], [5].

In order to achieve these goals, 5G should overcome several challenges to be able to support mission critical machine type communication (MTC) services (i.e., real-time control, process automation and manufacturing, etc.) [1]. Further, it should ensure security and performance of the transferred data. Such functionalities are provided by hardware appliances deployed in the network and known as Middleboxes (MB) (i.e, firewall, WAN optimizer, proxies, etc.) [6]. The authors of [7] state that the number of MBs in the network are comparable to the number of routers. In fact, network operators over-provision MBs in order to accommodate for the increasing mobile traffic demands and peak hours. These hardware appliances are expensive, vendor-specific, deployed in fixed locations and require trained personnel for their deployment and maintenance [8], [9]. They lead to high Capital Expenditures (CAPEX) and Operation Expenditures (OPEX) [8], [9], [10].

Hence, Network Function Virtualization (NFV) has been proposed as a solution for the aforementioned MBs limitations and is a key enabler for 5G networks [5], [11]. NFV offers Virtual Network Functions (VNFs), which are software appliances able to replace expensive hardware MBs. By decoupling network functions (NFs) from hardware resources, NFV allows the deployment of VNFs on demand on commodity hardware (i.e., high volume servers, switches and storage) anywhere, anytime in the network [9], [12], [13], [14]. VNFs can thus be relocated to different network locations without requiring the purchase and the installation of new hardware [9]. Hence, NFV guarantees flexibility, manageability and cost-efficiency [9], [14], [15].

To cope with 5G challenges and maintain an ultra-low latency end-to-end communication, NFV should ensure a fast processing of the traffic. For instance, autonomous driving cars within the same area are perceived to have sensors that will exchange information in real-time to help avoid fatal accidents and traffic congestions. Thus, such real-time information requires an ordered processing within a deadline by one or a chain of NFs. This chaining of NFs is known as Service Function Chaining (SFC) [9], [13]; whereas a Network Service (NS) is identified as “a composition of NFs defined by its functional and behavioral specification” [16]. Usually, delay sensitive NSs will be rejected from the network if their deadlines were not met [12]. Thus, to reach the ultra-low latency end-to-end communication objective, NFV should overcome three main challenges: 1) The NFs mapping sub-problem which aims at deciding which VNFs deployed in the network has to process the traffic of a given NS [8], [12], [17]; 2) The traffic routing sub-problem which entails steering the traffic through the SFC to be processed by the VNFs in the required order; 3) The deadline-aware service scheduling sub-problem that asks to determine the execution time slots (on each VNF) of the various services sharing the same VNF subject to their chaining and deadline requirements [12], [17], [18]. That is, the allocation of the VNF computing resources (i.e., CPU schedule allocation) to the flows of the given NS. While much work in the literature tackled the NFs mapping and traffic routing sub-problems [8], [17], [18], [19], only few discussed the deadline-aware service scheduling sub-problem [12], [20]. For instance, Mijumbi et al. [12] presented a list of benchmark algorithms while the authors
of [20] considered the VNFs transmission and processing delays when solving the scheduling sub-problem. However, only few considered services with strict deadlines while none studied the interplay that exists between NFs mapping, traffic routing and deadline-aware service scheduling sub-problems. Our work builds on top of prior works (e.g. [12], [20]) and introduces through several motivational examples new insights on the impact of the NFs mapping and traffic routing on the NS schedule. Thus, we present the Deadline-Aware Service Function Chaining Scheduling (DA-SFCS) problem that tackles the three aforementioned sub-problems jointly. To the best of our knowledge we are the first to solve the DA-SFCS problem while considering deadline constraints and accounting for ultra-sensitive low latency services. Hence, we define and formulate the DA-SFCS problem as a mixed integer linear program (DA-SFCS-MILP). Given its complexity, we propose a sequential approach (Sequential-DA-SFCS (SDA-SFCS)) and a tabu search-based heuristic to solve it. Our numerical evaluation shows the efficiency of our SDA-SFCS and tabu search heuristics in comparison to DA-SFCS-MILP.
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assume that time is divided into slots (i.e., t1, t2, t3, etc.), each representing a duration of one second. We consider that each NS s has a deadline time depicted by us and identified by the time slot number (i.e., deadline of S1 is us1 = t8). In addition, we calculate the transmission delay Ds of the traffic of a NS s on each physical link on which it is routed by applying Eq.(2) where bs depicts the bandwidth to be guaranteed for s.

$$D_s = \frac{u_s}{b_s}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

B. Mapping, routing and scheduling interplay

In order to highlight the interplay that exists between the NFs mapping, traffic routing and deadline-aware scheduling sub-problems, we consider the example in Fig.2(a) where the NFs n1 and n’1 of NSs S1 and S2 respectively, are mapped to the same VNF f2 hosted on server PS1 at the same time slot t0. Given that a VNF can process the traffic of only one NS at a time, f2 hosted on PS1 can start processing the traffic of either one of both NSs S1 or S2. We assume that it starts by processing the traffic of S1 while the processing of the traffic of S2 on f2 is delayed for $P_{s2}^{t2} = 2$ time slots (Eq.(1)) (Fig.2(b)). Once f2 finishes the processing of the traffic of S1, this latter can be transmitted to f4 on PS2 where the NF n2 is mapped. Given that at t2, the link L1 is not being used and has an available bandwidth ($c1 = 30Mbps$) $\geq (b_{s1} = 16Mbps)$, the virtual link e1 of S1 can be mapped/routed through this shortest path. $D_{s1} = 3$ time slots (Eq.(2)) are needed for the transmission of all the traffic of S1 which arrives at f4 hosted on PS2 at t5 when its processing starts on this latter and lasts for $P_{s1}^{t4} = 2$ time slots. Hence, S1 meets its deadline $(u_{s1} = t8)$ by completing its processing at t7 while achieving its shortest schedule where no waiting time was incurred. Once f2 on PS1 finishes the processing of the traffic of S1, it starts at t2 the processing of the traffic of S2 for one time slot (t2) ($P_{s2}^{t2} = 1$ time slot) (Fig.2(b)). We choose the shortest path (link L1) to transmit the traffic of S2 from PS1 to PS2 so it can get processed on f6 where $n_f$ is mapped. Even though the traffic of S2 is ready to be transmitted at t3, it has to wait for 2 time slots (t3 and t4) to be able to get routed through L1 (Fig.2(b)). The reason behind this is that the bandwidth $b_{s2} = 24Mbps$ required by S2 can not be guaranteed on L1 at time slots t3 and t4. In fact, the available bandwidth on L1 at t3 and t4 is $bw_{L1} = c1 - b_{s1} = 30 - 16 = 14Mbps$, since the traffic of S1 is being routed through L1 at t3 and t4. Hence, $bw_{L1} \leq b_{s2}$, which would delay the transmission of the traffic of S2 for 2 time slots (queuing delay) until the bandwidth used by S1 on L1 is released. Thus, the transmission of the traffic of S2 starts at t5 and last for one time slot before it gets processed by f6 hosted on PS2. Hence, the traffic of S2 completes its processing at t7, thus violating its deadline $u_{s2} = t9$ by 4 time slots which leads to its rejection from the network (Fig.2(b)). Next, we explore several approaches that may allow S2 to meet its deadline.

C. Traffic Routing impact the NS schedule

In the previous example, the traffic of S2 suffered waiting delays; 1) to be processed on f2 on PS1 and 2) to be transmitted through L1 which prevented it meeting its deadline (Fig.2(b)). Thus, one way to reduce S2’s schedule length is to route its traffic through another path that can guarantee its required bandwidth $b_{s2} = 24Mbps$ at t3, just when it finishes its processing on f2 hosted on PS1. Such route can be L4, L5 (Fig.3(a)). By using this latter, the traffic of S2 is transmitted at t3 without any waiting delays (Fig.3(b)). However, the transmission delay increased by one time slot. In fact, the traffic of S2 need to traverse 2 links (L4 and L5), incurring a transmission delay of $2 \times D_{s2} = 2 \times 1 = 2$ time slots. Hence, changing the routing of S2 decreased its schedule length by one time slot (in comparison to the shortest path routing used in (Fig.2(a)) to finish it processing at t6 (Fig.3(b)) which did not allow it to meet its deadline $u_{s2} = t9$. We conclude that

[Fig. 2: Interaction between NSs schedules.]

[Fig. 3: Impact of traffic routing on NSs schedules.]

D. VNFs mapping impacts the NS schedule

Another way to reduce the schedule length of S2 is to minimize the waiting time incurred to start processing its traffic on f2 hosted on PS1 (Fig.2). To do so, we change the mapping of n’1 of NS S2 from f2 hosted on PS1 (Fig.2(a)) to f2 hosted on PS4 (Fig.4(a)). Thus, the route
Hence, a different mapping of the NFs of $S$ achieves its shortest schedule and meets its deadline $D$ for $f_2$ hosted on $PS4$ at $t_0$ for $P_{f_2}^S = 1$ time slot, starts transmission at $t_1$ for $D_{f_2} = 1$ time slot, then gets processed by $f_6$ hosted on $PS2$ at $t_2$ (Fig.4(b)). Thus, with this mapping and routing, $S$ achieves its shortest schedule and meets its deadline $u_{s_1} = t_3$. Hence, a different mapping of the NFs of $S$ allowed better utilization of idle network resources ($f_2$ hosted on $PS4$ and $L5$) and enabled its admission in the network. This highlights the interplay that exists between NFs mapping and scheduling.

E. NSs schedule interplay

In the previous examples (Section II-C and II-D), we changed the traffic routing and the NFs mapping of $S$ to reduce its schedule length and try to meet its deadline. However, one can think of keeping the same routing and mapping as in Fig.2(a) but change the schedule of $S$. For instance, in Fig.2(a), $S2$ and $S1$ were sharing the same VNF $f_2$ (hosted on $PS1$) which delayed the processing of the traffic of $S2$ that had to wait for $f_2$ until it finishes the processing of the traffic of $S1$. In fact, the traffic of $S1$ was scheduled to be processed before the traffic of $S2$ on $f_2$ hosted on $PS1$. If we change the schedule of $S2$ on $f_2$, we can schedule the traffic of $S2$ to be processed before the traffic of $S1$ (Fig.2(c)). In this case, $S2$ is processed and transmitted without any waiting delays. It starts processing at $t_0$ on $f_2$ and pursues its transmission on $L1$ at $t_1$. Here, no waiting delays for the transmission on $L1$ are incurred since this latter is not used by any other service and has enough available bandwidth ($c_{l_1} = 30Mbps$) to guarantee the bandwidth required by $S2$ ($b_{s_2} = 16Mbps$). After the transmission on $L1$, the traffic of $S2$ is processed by $f_6$ hosted on $PS2$ at $t_2$ and finishes its processing at $t_3$, thus, meeting the deadline. However, this approach delays the schedule of $S1$ by one time slot as it has to wait for $f_2$ to finish the processing of the traffic of $S2$ (Fig.2(c)). Hence, in this case, the traffic of $S1$ finishes its processing at $t_8$ (Fig.2(c)) instead of $t_7$ (Fig.2(b)) but still meets its deadline $u_{s_1} = t_8$. In conclusion, there exists an interplay between the schedule of NSs sharing the same VNF and/or the same route, whereas the modification of the schedule of one can impact the schedule of the other, and may lead to either meeting or violating the deadline of one or both of them, thus affecting the admission rate in the network. We seek to explore this interplay in the rest of the paper.

III. DA-SFCS - A MIXED INTEGER LINEAR PROBLEM (DA-SFCS-MILP)

In the following, we define and present a mathematical formulation for the Delay-Aware Service Function Chaining Scheduling problem (DA-SFCS).

A. Problem Definition

Let $G(K, L)$ be a substrate network of $K$ nodes (i.e., servers, switches, etc.) hosting VNFs and $L$ a set of links connecting them. Given a set of services (NSs) where each NS requests its traffic to be processed by one or a sequence of NFs in a defined order and transmitted from one NF to another at a guaranteed bandwidth. Satisfying these services requires: 1) Mapping their NFs to VNFs of the same type hosted in $G$; 2) Routing their traffic through the VNFs in the defined chain (SFC) order while guaranteeing their required bandwidth; 3) Scheduling the processing time of the host functions such that the NS deadline is met. The most beneficial schedules permit to admit all of them in the network. Hence, we define the DA-SFCS problem as follows:

**Definition 1:** Given a physical network $G(K, L)$ hosting and running different types of VNFs, a set $S$ of NSs, each demanding a SFC for its traffic, find the optimal mapping, routing and scheduling of the traffic of these NSs in $G(K, L)$ which maximizes the number of admitted ones while respecting their deadlines.

B. Problem formulation

**Parameters**

$G(K, L)$: Substrate network of $K$ nodes and $L$ physical links connecting them. $K = K_p \cup K_n$ where $K_p$ denotes the set of physical servers in the network and $K_n$ represents the set of physical equipments (i.e., routers/switches).

$F$: Set of VNF instances running on VMs hosted on the physical servers $k \in K_p$.

$T$: Set of types of all VNFs $f \in F$ (e.g., firewall, proxy, cache, Intrusion Detection System (IDS), etc.).

$t_f$: Type of a VNF instance $f \in F$ ($t_f \in T$)

$c_{ij}$: Capacity of a physical link $(ij) \in L$.

$x_f^k \in \{0, 1\}$: A parameter that indicates that the VNF instance $f \in F$ of type $t_f$ is hosted on the physical server $k \in K_p$ (1) or not, 0).

$\Delta$: Set of time slots (time line).

$S$: Set of NSs.

$H_s(N_s, E_s)$: A forwarding graph representing the SFC of a NS $s \in S$ where $N_s$ designates the sequence of NFs required by the NS $s \in S$ and $E_s$ denotes the virtual links connecting them. We refer respectively by $o(e)$ and $d(e)$ to the origin and the destination of a virtual link $e \in E_s$.

$b_s$: Bandwidth demanded by NS $s \in S$ to be guaranteed for the communication between its NFs $n \in N_s$. $b_s$ is the capacity of each of the virtual links $e \in E_s$.

$w_s$: Traffic demand of NS $s \in S$.

$D_s$: Deadline time of NS $s \in S$.

$m_{ns}$: Type of a NF $n \in N_s$ of service $s \in S$.

$p_{ns}$: Processing time of the traffic of NS $s \in S$ on the NF $n \in N_s$. We consider that VNFs $f \in F$ of the same type have a uniform processing capacity and we calculate $p_{ns}$ based on
Eq. (1) given that the NF $n \in N_s$ will be mapped to a VNF of the same type.

d_s : Transmission time of the traffic of NS $s \in S$ on the virtual link $e \in E_s$, we calculate $d_s$ based on Eq. (2).

**Decision Variables**

$a_s \in \{0, 1\}$ : specifies if service $s \in S$ is admitted (1) or not (0) to the network. A NS is admitted to the network if it can be scheduled within its deadline.

$y^f_{ns} \in \{0, 1\}$ : specifies that the traffic of NS $s \in S$ started processing at time slot $\delta \in \Delta$ on the NF $n \in N_s$ scheduled/mapped to VNF $f \in F$.

$q^k_{ns} \in \{0, 1\}$ : specifies that the NF $n \in N_s$ of NS $s \in S$ is mapped to a VNF instance hosted on a physical server $k \in K_p$ (1) or not (0).

$h^k_{ns} \in \{0, 1\}$ : indicates that NFs $n,(n+1) \in N_s$ of NS $s \in S$ are mapped to VNFs hosted on the same physical server $k \in K_p$ (1) or not (0).

$\theta^s_{\delta e} \in \{0, 1\}$ : designates that a NF $o(e) \in N_s$ of NS $s \in S$ begins the transmission of the traffic to its successor NF $d(e) \in N_s$ at time slot $\delta \in \Delta$ on the virtual link $e \in E_s$ (1) or not (0).

$\theta^{s e} \in \{0, 1\}$ : indicates that the virtual link $e \in E_s$ is used for traffic transmission between the NFs $o(e), d(e) \in N_s$ of NS $s \in S$ at time slot $\delta \in \Delta$ (1) or not (0).

$l^e_{ij} \in \{0, 1\}$ : denotes that the virtual link $e \in E_s$ of NS $s \in S$ is routed through the physical link $(ij) \in L$ (1) or not (0).

**Model**

Maximize $\sum_{s \in S} a_s$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

$\sum_{f \in F} \sum_{\delta \in \Delta} y^f_{ns} = a_s \quad \forall n \in N_s \quad \forall s \in S$  \hspace{1cm} (4)

$\sum_{f \in F} \sum_{\delta \in \Delta} y^f_{ns} f = a_s m_{ns} \quad \forall n \in N_s \quad \forall s \in S$  \hspace{1cm} (5)

$\theta^s_{\delta e} \leq 1 - \sum_{f \in F} y^f_{o(e) s} \quad \forall \delta, \delta' \in \Delta; \delta' < \delta + p_{o(e) s} \quad \forall e \in E_s \quad \forall s \in S$  \hspace{1cm} (6)

$\sum_{f \in F} y^f_{d(e) s} \leq 1 - \theta^s_{\delta e} \quad \forall \delta, \delta' \in \Delta; \delta' < \delta + d_s \quad \forall e \in E_s \quad \forall s \in S$  \hspace{1cm} (7)

$\sum_{f \in F} y^f_{(n+1) s} \leq 1 - \sum_{f \in F} y^f_{ns} \quad \forall n \in N_s \quad \forall s \in S$  \hspace{1cm} (8)

$\sum_{s \in S: s \neq s} y^f_{ns} = 1 - \sum_{f \in F} y^f_{ns} \quad \forall n \in N_s \quad \forall s \in S$  \hspace{1cm} (9)

$\sum_{s \in S} y^f_{ns} \leq 1 \quad \forall \delta \in \Delta \quad \forall f \in F$  \hspace{1cm} (10)

$\sum_{f \in F} \sum_{\delta \in \Delta} y^f_{[n+1] s} \leq p_{n| s} \quad \forall n, (n+1) \in N_s \quad \forall s \in S$  \hspace{1cm} (11)

$\sum_{f \in F} \sum_{\delta \in \Delta} y^f_{[n+1] s} (\delta + p_{n| s}) \leq u_s \quad \forall s \in S$  \hspace{1cm} (12)

$q^k_{ns} = \sum_{f \in F} \sum_{\delta \in \Delta} y^f_{ns} f \quad \forall n \in N_s \quad \forall s \in S \quad \forall k \in K_p$  \hspace{1cm} (13)

$h^k_{ns} = q^k_{ns} l^k_{(n+1) s} \quad \forall n, (n+1) \in N_s \quad \forall s \in S$  \hspace{1cm} (14)

$\sum_{\delta \in \Delta} \theta^s_{\delta e} = d_s \sum_{\delta \in \Delta} \theta^s_{\delta e} \quad \forall s \in S \quad \forall e \in E_s$  \hspace{1cm} (15)

$\sum_{\delta' \in [\delta, \delta + d_s - 1]} \theta^s_{\delta e} \geq d_s \sum_{\delta \in \Delta} \theta^s_{\delta e} \quad \forall \delta \in \Delta \quad \forall e \in E_s \quad \forall s \in S$  \hspace{1cm} (16)

$\sum_{s \in S} \sum_{e \in E_s} \theta^s_{\delta e} b_s \leq C_{ij} \quad \forall \delta \in \Delta \quad \forall (ij) \in L$  \hspace{1cm} (17)

$\sum_{j:(i,j) \in L} l^c_{ij} - \sum_{j:(j,i) \in L} l^c_{ji} = q^c_{o(e) s} - q^c_{d(e) s} \quad \forall e \in E_s \quad \forall s \in S$  \hspace{1cm} (18)

$l^c_{ij} \leq 1 - \sum_{k \in K_p} h^k_{o(e) s} \quad \forall e \in E_s \quad \forall s \in S \quad \forall (ij) \in L$  \hspace{1cm} (19)

$l^c_{ij} \leq a_s \quad \forall e \in E_s \quad \forall s \in S \quad \forall (ij) \in L$  \hspace{1cm} (20)

The objective function (Eq.3) aims at maximizing the number of admitted NSs. A NS is admitted to the network if it can be served within its deadline time $u_s$. That is, the NFs of the NS can be mapped, it traffic routed and its schedule meets its deadline. Constraint (4) ensures that a NF $n$ of service $s$ is mapped exactly to one VNF instance $f$ if the NS $s$ is admitted to the network. Constraint (5) guarantees that a NF $n$ of service $s$ is mapped to a VNF instance $f$ of the same type. Constraint (6) prevents the transmission of traffic of a NS $s$ between two consecutive NFs $o(e)$ and $d(e)$ if its processing on $o(e)$ has not been completed. Constraint (7) ensures that traffic of a service $s$ can not be processed by a NF $d(e)$ if it was not transmitted to it by its precedent NF $o(e)$. Constraint (8) prevents a NF $(n+1)$ to start processing the traffic of a NS $s$ before its predecessor NF $n$ finishes its execution. Constraint (9) specifies that a VNF $f$ is processing the traffic of NS $s$ during all the processing period of this latter and prevents it from processing the traffic of another NS $s'$ during that period. Constraint (10) ensures that a VNF $f$ can not process the traffic of more than one NS at a certain time slot $\delta \in \Delta$. Constraint (11) ensures that a NS is served and finishes its processing before its deadline $u_s$. Constraint (12) specifies the physical server $k$ on which a NF $n$ of service $s$ is mapped. Constraint (13) specifies if two consecutive NFs $n$ and $(n+1)$ of the same NS $s$ are mapped to VNFs hosted on the same physical server $k$ in $K_p$. Constraint (14) prevents the start of the transmission of traffic of a NS $s$ between two consecutive NFs $o(e)$ and $d(e)$ if they are mapped to VNFs hosted on the same physical server or if the NS $s$ is not admitted. Constraint (15) specifies that the virtual link $e$ is used to transmit traffic of a NS $s$ during all the required transmission time $(d_s)$ between NFs $o(e)$ and $d(e)$ only if transmission is possible (i.e. NFs $o(e)$ and $d(e)$ are mapped to VNFs hosted on different physical servers). Constraint (16) ensures the virtual link $e$ is used for transmission of traffic of a NS $s$ during all the transmission delay $(d_s)$ starting at time slot $\delta$ (when the transmission begins). Constraint (17) ensures that the physical links capacities are not violated. Constraint (18) represents the flow conservation constraints which determines
the virtual links \(((ij) \in L)\) of the network through which the virtual link \((e \in E_s)\) of a NS \(s\) is routed. Constraint (19) prevents routing of a virtual link \(e\) of a NS \(s\) through a physical link \(((ij) \in L)\) if \(o(e)\) and \(d(e)\) are mapped to VNFs hosted on the same physical server. Constraint (20) prevents routing of a virtual link \((e \in E_s)\) of a NS \(s\) through a physical link \(((ij) \in L)\) if \(s\) is not admitted to the network. Constraints (13), (14), (17) are non linear and can be easily linearized; however, we omit the linearization details due to space limitations.

The Deadline-Aware Service Function Chaining Scheduling model is a Mixed Integer Linear problem ((DA-SFCS-MILP)) which is complex to solve. It is NP-Hard given that it is a combination of three NP-Hard sub-problems which are the NFs mapping sub-problem [8], [31], the traffic routing sub-problem [32], [33] and the deadline-aware service scheduling sub-problem [34], [35]. Thus, in the next Sections we present several heuristics to solve it.

IV. THE SEQUENTIAL DA-SFCS PROBLEM (SDA-SFCS)

Given the complexity of the DA-SFCS problem, we present in this section two heuristics to solve it by tackling each of its complex sub-problems in a sequential manner:

A. NFs Mapping sub-problem

1- Load Aware Mapping: Given a set of NSs, the load aware mapping consists of mapping each of the NFs of every NS into the VNF of the same type that has the least number of mapped NFs (least loaded). Such approach will balance the load between the VNFs of the same type hosted in the network.

2- Random Mapping: Given a set of NSs, the random method maps at random the NFs of each NS to VNFs chosen from the pool of VNFs of the same type hosted in the network.

B. Traffic Routing sub-problem

Once the NFs of a NS are mapped to VNFs, we solve the traffic routing sub-problem by finding the shortest path route with enough capacity to guarantee the service its demanded bandwidth \((b_s)\). We use the Dijkstra algorithm to determine the shortest path between each two consecutive NFs in the SFC of each NS.

C. Deadline-Aware Scheduling sub-problem - A Mixed Integer Linear Problem (DAS-MILP)

Now, given a set of NSs having their NFs mapped and traffic route defined with respect to their SFC and required bandwidth, we solve the deadline-aware scheduling (DAS) sub-problem through the DAS-MILP. The DAS-MILP attempts to maximize the number of NSs that can be scheduled within their deadlines, thus maximizing the admission rate.

Definition 2: Given a physical network \(G(K, L)\) hosting and running different types of VNFs, a set \(S\) of NSs, each demanding an SFC having its NFs mapped in \(G(K, L)\) and its traffic route determined, find the optimal scheduling of the traffic of these NSs which maximizes the number of admitted ones while respecting their deadlines.

Parameters

\(r_{f_{ns}} \in \{0, 1\}\) : indicates that a NF \(n \in N_s\) of NS \(s \in S\) is mapped to a VNF \(f \in F\). In other words, the traffic of service \(s \in S\) will be processed by the VNF \(f \in F\).

\(h^k_{ns} \in \{0, 1\}\) : indicates that NFs \(n, (n + 1) \in N_s\) of NS \(s \in S\) are mapped to VNFs hosted on the same physical server \(k \in K\) (1) or not, 0).

\(l_{ij} \in \{0, 1\}\) : denotes that the virtual link \(e \in E_s\) of NS \(s \in S\) is routed through the physical link \(((ij) \in L)\) (1) or not (0)).

The remaining parameters are listed in Section III-B.

Decision Variables

\(a_s \in \{0, 1\}\) : specifies if NS \(s \in S\) is admitted (1) or not (0) to the network. A NS is admitted to the network if it can be scheduled within its deadline.

\(y_{s}^e \in \{0, 1\}\) : specifies that the traffic of the NS \(s \in S\) started processing at time slot \(d \in \Delta\) on VNF \(f \in F\).

\(\theta^d_{e} \in \{0, 1\}\) : designates that a NF \(o(e) \in N_s\) of NS \(s \in S\) begins the transmission of the traffic to its successor NF \(d(e) \in N_s\) at time slot \(d \in \Delta\) on the virtual link \(e \in E_s\)

\(\theta^d_{e} \in \{0, 1\}\) : indicates that the virtual link \(e \in E_s\) is used for traffic transmission between the NFs \(o(e), d(e) \in N_s\) of NS \(s \in S\) at time slot \(d \in \Delta\).

Model

\[
\text{Maximize} \sum_{s \in S} a_s \quad \text{(21)}
\]

\[
\theta^d_{e} \leq 1 - \sum_{f \in F} y_{s}^e y_{f_{o(e)_s}} \quad \forall e, \delta^e < \delta + \delta^p_{o(e)_s} \quad \forall s \in S \quad \forall e \in E_s \quad \forall \delta^e \in \Delta \quad \text{(22)}
\]

\[
\sum_{f \in F} y_{s}^e y_{f_{d(e)_s}} \leq 1 - \theta^d_{e_s} \quad \forall e, \delta^e < \delta + d_s \quad \forall s \in S \quad \forall e \in E_s \quad \forall \delta^e \in \Delta \quad \text{(23)}
\]

\[
\sum_{f \in F} y_{s}^e y_{f_{[n(n+1)]_s}} \leq 1 - \sum_{f \in F} y_{s}^e y_{f_{[n(n+1)]_s}} \quad \forall e, \delta^e < \delta + d_{ns} \quad \forall n, (n+1) \in N_s \quad \forall s \in S \quad \forall e \in E_s \quad \forall \delta^e \in \Delta \quad \text{(24)}
\]

\[
\sum_{s \in S; s \neq s} y_{s}^e \leq 1 \quad \forall e \in E \quad \forall \delta^e \in \Delta \quad \text{(27)}
\]

\[
\sum_{f \in F} y_{s}^e r_{[n]_s}^f \delta^e + \delta^p_{[n]_s} \leq u_s \quad \forall s \in S \quad \forall e \in E_s \quad \text{(28)}
\]

\[
\sum_{f \in F} \theta^d_{e_s} = (1 - \sum_{k \in K_s} h^k_{o(e)_s}) a_s \quad \forall e \in E_s \quad \forall s \in S \quad \text{(29)}
\]

\[
\sum_{e \in [\delta, \delta + d_s]} \theta_{e_s} \geq d_s \theta^d_{e_s} \quad \forall e \in E_s \quad \forall \delta^e \in \Delta \quad \text{(31)}
\]

\[
\sum_{s \in S; e \in E_s} l_{ij} \theta_{e_s} b_s \leq c_{ij} \quad \forall s \in S \quad \forall e \in E_s \quad \text{(32)}
\]
traffic of service \( s \) on \( d(e) \), if it was fully transmitted to it by its predecessor NF \( o(e) \). Constraint (24) prevents a NF \( (n+1) \) to start processing the traffic of a NS \( s \) before its predecessor NF \( n \) finishes its execution. Constraint (25) ensures that the traffic of a NS \( s \) starts processing at each VNF \( f \) to which the NF \( n \) is mapped if \( s \) is admitted. Constraint (26) specifies that a VNF \( f \) is processing the traffic of NS \( s \) during all the processing period of this latter and prevents it from processing the traffic of another NS \( s' \) during the same period. Constraint (27) ensures that a VNF \( f \) can not process the traffic of more than one NS at a certain time slot \( \delta \in \Delta \). Constraint (28) specifies that a NS is served and finishes its processing before its deadline \( u_s \). Constraint (29) prevents the transmission of the traffic of a NS \( s \) if it is not admitted or if the NFs \( o(e) \) and \( d(e) \) are mapped to VNFs hosted on the same physical server. Constraint (30) specifies that the virtual link \( e \) is used to transmit traffic of a NS \( s \) during all the required transmission time \( (d_s) \) between NFs \( o(e) \) and \( d(e) \). Constraint (31) ensures that the transmission of the traffic of NS \( s \) is done consequently during all the transmission delay \( (d_s) \) on the virtual link \( e \) starting at time slot \( \delta \) (when the transmission begins). Constraint (32) ensures that the physical links capacities are not violated.

We solve the DA-SFCS problem sequentially by developing the Load Aware Mapping-Scheduling (LAMS) heuristic and the Random Mapping Scheduling (RMS) heuristic where the first performs a load aware mapping and the second uses a random mapping (Section IV-A). LAMS and RMS heuristics use a shortest path routing (Section IV-B) and the DAS-MILP scheduling (Section IV-C).

V. Tabu Search-Based DA-SFCS (TS-DA-SFCS)

Given that LAMS and RMS use the DA-MILP which is a scheduling problem, known to be NP-Hard [34], [35], we propose a tabu search-based algorithm (TS-DA-SFCS) to efficiently solve the DA-SFCS problem. Our tabu-based approach consists of building an initial solution for the provided NSs first, through traversing them in a pre-defined order and attempting to map their NFs using the random mapping (Section IV-A), route their traffic by running a shortest path algorithm (Section IV-B) and scheduling their traffic on a First Come First Served (FCFS) based scheduling. Should the initial solution yields impossible for any of the NSs, we conclude that this latter can not be admitted to the network, and hence, will not be considered during the tabu search.

Let initialAdmission be an array holding the subset of NSs for which we obtained an initial solution. We determine a tabu move as the swap of the order of two NSs from 2 randomly chosen indexes in the initialAdmission array. Such swap will change the scheduling order of the NSs sharing the same VNFs of the swapped ones. Such a move is therefore, accompanied by re-mapping, re-routing and re-scheduling of all the NSs in the updated initialAdmission array using the same algorithms applied to obtain the initial solution. The move with the highest number of admitted requests is deemed as the best candidate move and the current solution is updated to hold the DA-SFCS solution for each of the NSs.

We maintain a tabu list holding the index of the NSs that were swapped. This prevents cycling back to an old solution obtained by swapping the same NSs placed at the same index specified in the tabu list. The stopping condition is set to a predetermined number of iterations where at each we evaluate a defined number of swaps of two NSs of the initialAdmission.

VI. Performance Evaluation

We carry out extensive study to evaluate the performance of our DA-SFCS-MILP (Section III) against our LAMS, RMS heuristics (Section IV) in addition to the TS-DA-SFCS (Section V). Further, we compare our proposed methods against the state of the art tabu search-based for network function mapping and scheduling (TS-NFMS) developed in [12]. To have a valid comparison, we add a shortest path routing to the TS-NFMS. Hence, we perform our evaluation using an offline approach where NSs are known a priori and we study the impact of scheduling different number of NSs jointly in providing better resources utilization through exploring an online batch scheduling approach. During our numerical study, we use sets of services randomly generated of varying traffic ([500-1500] Mbits) and bandwidth requirements ([300-500] Mbps) and demanding varying NFs ([3-5] NFs). Their deadlines are set as the 4/3 of the sum of their processing and transmission delays without considering any waiting delays. In case of the online approach we add their arrival times to those latter. All our numerical evaluations, averaged over 5 sets, are conducted using Cplex version 12.4 to solve the optimization problems on an Intel core i7-4790 CPU at 3.60 GHZ with 16 GB RAM.

A. DA-SFCS-MILP Evaluation

We consider a small test mesh network consisting of 4 physical servers hosting 7 VNFs placed at random. Each server is connected to a switch and the switches are interconnected by 5 links of 500Mbps each. We use this network to run the DA-SFCS-MILP model and obtain reference results to compare

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of NSs</th>
<th>DA-SFCS-MILP</th>
<th>LAMS</th>
<th>RMS</th>
<th>TS-NFMS</th>
<th>TS-DA-SFCS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>293</td>
<td>108</td>
<td>102.6</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>1 031.8</td>
<td>330.8</td>
<td>224.4</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>12.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>1 332.8</td>
<td>1 473</td>
<td>643.4</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>9.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>2 092 851.4</td>
<td>1 821 094.6</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>11.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>2 092 851.4</td>
<td>1 821 094.6</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>14.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>2 092 851.4</td>
<td>1 821 094.6</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>12.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>2 092 851.4</td>
<td>1 821 094.6</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>14.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>2 092 851.4</td>
<td>1 821 094.6</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>14.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
with those acquired using the LAMS, the RMS, TS-DA-SFCS and the TS-NFMS algorithms. We consider that all services are known a priori (offline mode) and we run our tests over sets of services of different sizes.

1-Optimality Gap: Fig.5 shows the admission rate of the DA-SFCS-MILP, the LAMS, the RMS, TS-DA-SFCS and the TS-NFMS algorithms as we increase the number of NSs. It is clear from Fig.(5), that the admission rate decreases with the increase of the number of NSs as the amount of computing and network (i.e., VNFs, bandwidth) resources decreases, thus reducing the number of NSs that can meet their deadlines. Further, for a small number of NSs (2 NSs), the LAMS and the RMS are able to provide the optimal solution obtained by the DA-SFCS-MILP. However, with the increase of this number, the optimality gap between the DA-SFCS-MILP and the LAMS, the RMS, the TS-DA-SFCS and the TS-NFMS methods increases. In addition, the LAMS outperforms the RMS and the tabu search algorithms in terms of admission rate as it attempts to balance the load between the VNFs of the same type. Moreover, even though the TS-DA-SFCS, the TS-NFMS and the RMS performs a random mapping, RMS outperforms the tabu search algorithms in terms of admission rates as it can provide an optimal solution for the scheduling problem while the others uses a FCFS approach. It is also clear that the TS-NFMS outperforms the TS-DA-SFCS as it considers changing the mapping of NFs with highest flow time (as defined in [12]).

2-Execution Time: In order to study the scalability of the DA-SFCS-MILP, we compare its execution time against the four mentioned algorithms. Table 1 shows that when the number of services is small (2, 5, 10 NSs), all the compared methods were able to find a solution in less than 1 second. However, as the number of services increases, the DA-SFCS-MILP becomes much harder to solve and its runtime increases exponentially. For instance, when the number of NSs is 30, the execution time of the DA-SFCS-MILP passes the 2 hours whereas the RMS, LAMS, the TS-DA-SFCS and the TS-NFMS returned a solution in less than 5 seconds. Further, it is important to note that even though the execution times of the LAMS and the RMS increase when the number of NSs becomes larger due to the complexity of the DA-MILP, such increase is at slower pace than the DA-SFCS-MILP. Finally, the TS-DA-SFCS and the TS-NFMS are the most scalable as they do not invoke any complex formulation to solve.

B. Online Batch Scheduling Evaluation

We consider a mesh network of 8 physical servers hosting 15 VNFs placed at random. Each server is connected to a switch and the switches are interconnected by 10 links of 3Gbps each. We consider 25 services randomly generated as described earlier, following a Poisson traffic arrival. We alter the load by varying the arrival rate ($\lambda$) while fixing the average service time ($\mu$) of the NSs ($load = \frac{\lambda}{\mu}$). We consider batches of different sizes and we evaluate the variation of the admission rate and the batch execution time.

1-Admission rate: Fig.6(b) shows that as the number of NSs per batch increases, the admission rate increases. This is due to the fact that the DAS-MILP used in LAMS and RMS heuristics can provide better resources utilization when supplied with more information about the upcoming NSs. Unlike the offline results (Fig.5), the LAMS provides worst admission rate than the RMS in the online scheduling given that it considers balancing the load of a single batch between VNFs without accounting for the actual load performed from the previous batches on these VNFs. To further explore the impact of the load on the admission rate, we consider batches of 5 NSs and we show in Fig.6(c) that as we increase the load, the admission rate decreases given that less network and computing resources are available, preventing NSs to meet their deadline.

2-Execution Time: Fig.6(a) depicts that the execution times of the LAMS and RMS algorithms increase with the size of the batch as the DAS-MILP becomes more complex to solve.

VII. Conclusion

In this paper, we have formally defined and formulated the DA-SFCS problem that studies and solves the three inter-related sub-problems of NFs mapping, traffic routing and deadline-aware scheduling of NSs with critical ultra-low latency requirements. To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to expose the importance of the DA-SFCS problem in NFV in serving the requirement of 5G technology. Given the complexity of the DA-SFCS-MILP, we have proposed a tabu search-based algorithm in addition to two heuristics to solve it. These latter address each of the DA-SFCS sub-problems heuristically but solves the deadline-aware scheduling sub-problem to optimality through the DAS-MILP. Our numerical experiments show that our LAMS and RMS algorithms can provide good solutions and are much more scalable than the DA-SFCS-MILP. However, our TS-DA-SFCS heuristic has the best performance in terms of runtime.